
Matten, Ellen 

From: Becky Elliott [earningsunlimited@pbcinternet.mm] 
Sent: 
To: USCodex 

Subject: Food Supplements 

Dear Dr. Yetley, 

The UDSA has ABSOLUTELY NO RIGHT to shut down our access to 
natural food supplements! 

Natural food supplements and "home-grown remedies" for a 
multitude of diseases and ailments have been in existence and 
proven far more efficient in preventing and even curing 
illnesses than anything the Big Pharma Pill-Pushers have come up 
with. Natural remedies had long been used before recorded 
history, and yet Big Pharmaceutical companies act like YOU 
invented and have exclusive rights to any health remedy. I have 
read some of the "health warnings" for side effects on the 
medicine my parents take. These side effects are far more 
dangerous than the malady that you seek to "cure". 

Additionally, some of the medicines that Big Pharma and the 
USDNFDA have stated were "safe", have caused thousands of 
injuries and even deaths - not to mention the mega-milliondollar 
class-action lawsuits that attorneys have filed because of the 
dangerous side effects caused b Redux, Celebrex and countless 
other celebrity drugs you dupe people into getting their doctors 
to prescribe for them. 

The Big Pharma companies are making Americans DRUG ADDICTS and 
HYPOCHONDRIACS by promoting various drugs on lV and telling 
Americans to get their doctor to prescribe these drugs for them 
Big Pharma are ROBBING the Elderly Americans by pushing and over- 
pricing your medications, when the Elderly would be better 
served and a good deal healthier by taking natural food 
supplements. 

Big Pharma Companies are in direct violation to the ANTI- 
MONOPOLY LAWS of America. It is the Big Pharma Companies that 
are POISONING AMERICANS, and you seek to ROB us of natural foods 
that can heal us, and you also seek to POISON those in other 
countries through the European Unions' Parliment which has, in 
some places, already shut down their access to Cancer-fighting 
medicines. 

To limit or control a countrys' access to medicines that are far 
more effective than the POISONS Big Pharma deals out, is to 
commit wide-spread MURDER. Big Pharmas' Executives are on even 
par with MURDERING DICTATORS! 

THIS MURDER MUST STOP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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Becky Elliott 
http://w.RetireQuickly.corn/90694 
E-mail to: earningsunlimited@pbcinternet.com 
Phone # (865) 681 -4398 
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